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The SLC South Final Focus bunch-length monitor (BLM) measures the rf power spectrum

in three di�erent frequency ranges (roughly 6{15 GHz, 10{24 GHz, and > 21 GHz) [1, 2, 3].

The signal in each channel is proportional to the square of the current (TMIT2). Channel three

is sensitive to the bunch length. Two gated ADCs read out the signals from both electron and

positron bunches, which are separated in time by about 300 ns.

The bunch-length signal (channel 3 of the monitor) can be accessed from the SCP as

ARRY FB69 513 DATA 6 (for positrons)

ARRY FB69 514 DATA 3 (for electrons)

Note that the '6' for ARRY 513 is not a typo, but due to the fact that channels 3 and 4 of this

GADC are malfunctioning. (The other two monitor channels are available as 'data 1' and '2',

respectively, but these channels do not contain much bunch-length information.)

Figure 1 shows a timing scan of GADC 514, using the BPM de�nition 'SLC IP 2 beam'.

On the three operating channels we see two peaks, which correspond to the e+ and the e-

bunches, respectively. The timing is centered on the second (electron) bunch; the second

GADC (513) is centered on the e+ bunch.

In order to obtain a reliable bunch-length signal, one needs to subtract from the GADC

raw signal the pedestal and then to normalize by the square of the TMIT (usually in units of

1010). Matlab routines which will do this normalization for you automatically are available for

correlation plots and for the history bu�er:

Correlation Plot

To acquire bunch-length data from correlation plots, use the button macro blm setup from

the index panel. This macro will select the correct BPM de�nition, 'SLC IP 2 beam', and it

will enter a variety of sample variables (including compressor phases, phasramp settings and

FB31 energies) on the correlation plot data acquisition panel. You can take data as a function

of time or as a function of some other variable. From the auxiliary output panel save the data

to a matlab �le (e.g., \test.mat"). Choose the format 'U'. The data taking is very slow due

to the sampling of KLYSTRON E NOLOAD variables. To speed up the data acquisition, you

could delete these variables from the correlation plot.

To analyse the data, start a matlab session, preferably from the directory where you saved

the data. Load the data (e.g., \load test.mat"). Run the matlab program blmanal. This

program will normalize and correct the data and, presently, will produce 4 pictures: 2 plots

of the BLM signal versus the number of samples for both electrons and positrons, and 2 plots
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Figure 1: Timing scan of electron bunch-length GADC, ARRY 514, illustrating typical signal

sizes for the two beams in all three channels.

of the positron signal versus the SRTL compressor phase and the e+ phasramp, respectively.

Other plots and correlations are easily obtained after the program was run. Figure 2 presents

a typical result obtained from blmanal, looking at the natural bunch-length jitter over a short

time period and its correlation with a few other variables. Figure 3 shows the response of the

three e+ BLM channels to intentional changes of the SRTL compressor voltage and posramp.

Procedure in short:

� run 'blm setup' button macro on the SCP

� take data

� save data to �le (matlab, 'U')

� run matlab program 'blmanal'
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Figure 2: Bunch length signals after processing with the matlab routine blmanal a set of

correlation-plot 'jitter' data taken with the button macro blm setup and time as step variable:

(top) positron signal vs no. of samples, (second from top) electron signal vs no. of samples, (third

from top) positron signal vs SRTL compressor phase, (bottom) positron signal vs posramp.
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Figure 3: Bunch-length signal response to changes of the e+ compressor voltage and to phas-

ramp: (top) channel 1 normalized (pedestal-subtracted and divided by the square of the TMIT),

(second from top) channel 2 normalized, (third from top) channel 3 normalized, (fourth from

top) compressor voltage, (bottom) phasramp.
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History Buffer

History information on the 2� 3 rf monitor channels are available from a special history panel

on the SCP; see Fig. 4. This panel is called 'FB69 bunch length' and accessible from the 'more

emittance history' panel, which itself is accessed from the 'lum history panel'. The history-

bu�ered data are the raw data; in particular note, again, that the signals are proportional to

the square of TMIT.

X Ku Ka

Figure 4: Bunch length history panel on the SCP

To read processed (i.e., pedestal-subtracted and properly normalized) history bu�ered

data you can use the matlab routine blmhist. This routine will ask for the time period of

interest and then calculate the normalized bunch length signal and the ratio of the e+/e�

signals for that period, using the same smoothing algorithm as is used by the 'lum' luminosity

routine written by P. Emma. The results, including the �ts for the pedestal (raw signal versus

TMIT2 curves) will be plotted on the screen and can also be printed. Figure 5 shows an

example.

Procedure in short:

� run 'blmhist' in matlab

Troubleshooting

A slow decrease of the bunch-length signal over a a period of a few hours or days, if not

accompanied by a drop in beam current, could indicate the condensation of water vapor in the

waveguide. If you notice such an e�ect, please inform either

� Frank Zimmermann (pager 719-6398), or
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Figure 5: Electron and positron bunch length signals (left) and their ratio (right) obtained with

the matlab routine blmhist from the history bu�er. The right picture may indicate that on

October 31 the electron bunch length was (slightly?) shorter than that of the positron bunches.

(A shorter bunch length results in a larger signal.) We still need to verify that no systematic

error causes this di�erence.

� David Whittum (pager 719-8602)

Final Remark

As is, the BLM signals provide a qualitative record of bunch length changes and of bunch-length

di�erences between e+ and e�. To get a calibration and a quantitative measure of the bunch

length, it will be necessary to calibrate the signal considering cases where the bunch length can

be reliably predicted. Ideally such a calibration would be performed in conjunction with an

arc wake�eld study (P. Emma et al.), while at the same time keeping track of the longitudinal

distribution at the end of the linac (K. Bane et al.).
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